
SSF CORE VALUES MANIFESTO 

From these premises Sport Senza Frontiere Onlus establishes 
and draws up its own Manifesto, since it believes: 

•  in individuals; in the features which, in different frameworks and measures, make 
individuals a whole, acting in their uniqueness, in the environment 

• in solidarity as a substantial convergence of interests and feelings as well as of living 
and operating the consciousness of participation 

• in inclusion, as a social union grounded on equity and justice, such as to prevent any 
form of discriminations 

• in respect of personal freedom, in observance of rules and values 

• in morality, probity, honesty and moral integrity 

•  in sociocultural conflicts prevention, in respect of different religious roots and beliefs 

•  in comparison, aimed to personal and mutual evaluation in perspective to goals 
considered as unequalled 

•  in support with the goal to sustain the origin of initiatives aimed to collective 
wellbeing 



•  in commitment that is the use of all energies in conducting an individual or collective 
task 

•  in loyalty, fidelity in maintaining commitments 

•  in acting, that is much more valuable than doing: acting presumes having goals and 
ideals 

•  in giving, since, as a popular saying says: “one gives with two hands and takes with 
one, so there’s enough for everyone!”. 

Based on those valuable prerequisites and in completion of its 
institutional activity Sport Senza Frontiere is committed to: 

1.  planning and organizing the integration of identified kids/teenagers in courses of 
sports clubs which join the network, coordinating and supporting their sportive-
educational path 

2.  fostering and facilitating their admission and their integration in the group 

3. controlling and verifying the performance of the project through a specific monitoring 
protocollo 

4.  granting that kids’ and young athletes’ health, safety and wellbeing represent its main 
goal with regard to sport success or to any other observations 

5. granting that all individuals with responsibility towards kids and young people are well 
qualified to lead, form, educate and train them depending on different levels of their 
sportive commitments 

6. supporting and promoting in any locations and occasions all core values and 
principles of this MANIFESTO.


